
THE BIBLE LESSON SERIES: 

GOAL: Each person will receive a Bible to take home.  Crafts will support the visibility of God’s Word 
in the home. 
Crafts: Each person begins on #1 and progresses through the crafts as each is finished (or if they are 
at a point that things need to dry, etc. before going on).  This style of completion will be more labor 
intensive.  Crafts can wait to go home until the end of the sessions or go home as completed. 
#1 - Bible Book Cover (These need to be designed to go over the Bibles that will be given to each 
person.  Put their new Bible in them for display and for pick up at the end of the sessions or as 
completed.) 
#2 - Book Ends/stand (Made of wood bottoms with 4 holes and with bent wire in the holes and 
shaped to hold their new Bible in either an open or closed position- personally painted/finished 
wood?) 
#3 - Bible Soap (God sent Jesus so that we could be clean!)  
#4 - Make "old parchment" for use as a scroll, writing an appropriate verse on it  
#5 - Make a Bible Book mark  
OTHER OPTIONS - Memory verse plaque 
 
GOAL: People will learn to use the Bible.  Do Bible Drills (understand Bible addresses!) and expose 
students to concordances. 
Younger kids (along with everyone else) will learn to spell and sign BIBLE. 
People will learn to say the books of the O.T., N.T., or both in order.  These will be repeated in groups 
of books and the whole list of both the OT & NT will be used as puzzles, etc., on take home materials.  
Drill students whenever/wherever possible!  
 
GOAL: To involve each child/family/person in a unique way by learning and presenting songs, 
memory verses, books of the Bible, speaking parts, choreography, etc.  Make opportunities and 
encourage older children and adults to create, learn, and share with younger children.   
 
BEGIN each session with BIBLE BINGO for those who come early. You can also follow each session 
with BIBLE BINGO for those who are interested.  (Children may need an activity while adults visit.) 
Other activities for sessions can include: 
Music/drama 
Story/Memory verse 
Object Lesson 
Games 
Crafts 
Snacks   
Bible Drills  
Communion/offering meditations 
Prayer focus 
 
Activities for after sessions: 
Small group and family resources 
Family activities 
Prayer focus 
  


